**Hinds Sets New Record in the High Hurdles**

Hinds was first to one in the 50 yard high hurdles in 18 seconds. Maurice Hinds (left) repetition entered Roger. Roger was in second, by slightly more than one second. Roger won individual honors in the track and field meet by capturing 17 points.
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**Editor McDonal To Dedicate Annual In Formal Ceremony**

As the curtain was pulled aside Thursday night, Mrs. J. L. Dyer, Club sponsor, and E. W. Gibson presented the Gates and their guests to the Petit Jean mountains. Monday, May 13, at eight o'clock. To Little Rock.
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**Latin Students Presented In Friday Chapel**

Mrs. George S. Stotts announced several names of honor students introduced in a chapel program Thursday night by the orchestra and the guests club combined for a concert. A second band crew was given.
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do you buy a second-hand car for five dollars? You are
hoisting your dead horse and being human a while.
Karr Shannon Is Guest
Speaker Of Annual Press
Banquet At Mayfair Hotel

Mr. Karr Shannon, editor of the Melbourne Times, Melbourne, Ark., was the guest speaker at the annual Press Club banquet, Friday evening, at the Mayfair Hotel.

Miniature copies of the Times were the programs. The special edition included Wesson's, Wesson's, and other news. Pages were marked by marks with a copy of the Times in hand. Red and white roses were used in appropriate places in the banquet hall to complete the decoration.

All the entertainment was furnished by talent within the Press Club. R. F. Timmerman, Jr., acted as master of ceremonies. Dr. Buckwell Bannister, ex-journalist, gave the invocation. A dramatic skit, "Song of Youth," was played by Bob Cronin, following which Mikhail Deed, McDaniel gave a poetry reading. Piano selections, "Douglas" and "Sentimental Over You," were played by Jantina Reimann, a soprano reading. "How Royal Played," was read by Virgil Bentley.

Mr. Shannon in his experiences in newspaper work, told of the great changes in newspaper work. Mr. Neil W. Cole, club treasurer, announced that Virgil Bentley, Bob Cronin, Alton French, Claude Greene, Geraldine Rhodes, and Fraulein Reimann were awarded an "A" for club work. These members who were given pins were: Don Bentley, Virgil Bentley, Bess Harris, Mikhail Deed, McDaniel, and R. F. Timmerman. Each of these made short speeches.

Virgil Bentley businesse manager presented Mr. Cole a gift in a box of appreciative form. No sponsorship. Press Club members were all making a year's activities, and their guests and friends included Virginia McDanel, Marie Branson, and Germona White.
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German Wilks and John Sands won the men's doubles championship after a stiff three set match against Clifton Garner and Edwin Stover. The match was a struggle for supremacy from beginning to end. Wilks and Sands took it off to a good start and captured the first two sets 6-4, 7-6 before they began to weaken. Stover and Garner came back strong to take the next two sets, 7-5, 6-4. The winner scored a point on the basis of two victories over Dyres and Robbins while Buffalo and Baker defeated Dyres and Rhys 6-4, 6-4 in the first round.

In the other quarterfinal matches Lee and Landrum won by default from Dyres and Robbins while Buffalo and Baker defeated Dyres and Rhys 6-4, 6-4, 4-6.

Individual Honors For Track And Field

Distribution of individual points including every man that placed in an individual event.

- Roper
- Spooner
- Foote
- Hinds
- Timesaver
- Ganas
- Gatsby
- Wilks
- Wilkes
- Nardus
- Samuels
- Peterson
- Palm
- Dyres
- Robbins

Track and Field for 1941 has been a very interesting and was very successful from many standpoints. The meet was quite a welcome point of both the participants and the spectators. The run downs show to bee in its tight muscles and thus prevented pulled muscles and so much more. The number who turned out to enjoy the day were rather disappointing. Speculators seemed to be smaller than it is possible that they have been connected with the yearly meet.

Sidney Roper turned out to be the darkhorse for the day and turned in a number of fine performances in the various track events that ran on the day. And distance run equally well is not often found. Roper ran fast, jump, hurdle, and put the shot in even more ra. Roper did well in several different events to gather a total of 21 points to win individual honors for the day.

Hurdles has turned out a number of fine track men. R. T. Clark was one of the fastest hurdle contestants that was ever pulled in a show in the state of Arkansas. Hurdle races and Jack Lay were two all-round men. The combination is probably one of successful athletes that ever has or will appear in Arkansas. Hurdle racing is probably the most^ honest. Last year Jack won the first five races without a single of his points was of the total 42 points for the day. It is my impression that it will be a number of years before this race is won by the world leaders, but by Sidney Roper. May be break his own record in the future.

Don't Miss

- Your Fountains Headquarters

- Announcing CHANGING LOCATION

- O.T. Cox Service Station

- New Lion Oil Co. Station